5 technology trends to be ready for in 2019

Dear Readers,

What’s New:

We all know, 2018 was a year of innovations and evolution in tech. We saw developments in cloud, IoT
(Internet of Things), Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality, and much more which are just going to grow and
develop in 2019 as well. Here are the top 5 tech trends that you should be ready for in 2019:
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Microsoft AI is Empowering
Transformation

1. Accelerated Digital Automation: 2019 will be more about collaboration of intelligent systems rather
than stand-alone automated things. This includes more and more use of robots, drones, applications,
vehicles, and agents to automate the tedious and time-consuming tasks.

Here’s how Microsoft AI is
empowering transformation for
all- from manufacturing to retail.

2. More Immersive Experiences: Immersive experiences happens when human capabilities meet AI,
Machine Learning, and Virtual Reality. Companies are using remote assistance through digital channels
and shifting to a "multimodal" and "multichannel" experience.

Watch Video

3. Increased AI-Driven Development: 2019 will see more AI-driven development. The tools which are
used to develop AI-powered solution are expanding rapidly. Businesses will use augmented analytics,
automated testing, automatic code generation, etc. to speed up the development process.

Read our Previous
Newsletters:

4. Expansion of Connected Devices: The number of IoT devices is expected to reach 30 billion devices by
2020. Many things now come with built-in sensors & Wi-Fi connectivity to connect them to the Internet
and to each other. IoT enables devices, appliances, machines, etc. to be connected and exchange data.

Leverage Artificial Intelligence
(AI) in Microsoft Dynamics

5. Digital Ethics and Privacy: People are becoming more concerned about how organisations and thirdparties are using their personal information. Companies will shift their focus from just data security to
Digital Ethics as a whole. Customers’ data privacy and security will be of utmost importance.

Power BI is not a Reporting tool;
it’s Business Intelligence!

Intech’s solutions on top of Microsoft Dynamics come powered with these digital transformation
technologies. Get in touch with our experts to get your business ready for 2019.

Innovate with IoT industry solutions

Dynamics 365 now comes with AI features

By uncovering insights from your connected devices and backend systems,

Empower people across your organization to discover predictive insights,

you can transform those insights into powerful applications and services that

take informed actions, and communicate with customers leveraging the

help you achieve unprecedented levels of operational and business

power of artificial intelligence (AI). Microsoft Dynamics 365 AI optimizes
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your AI investments by its solutions that have an immediate impact on your

healthcare, empower digital transformation with Microsoft IoT. Read More

business: sales, customer service, and marketing. Read More

Intech Systems is a consulting, implementation and support partner for Microsoft Dynamics Business Solutions for 15+ years and a Microsoft Dynamics ERP GOLD
Partner, with offices in Ahmedabad and Pune. Intech specializes in Microsoft Dynamics 365, AX, NAV, CRM, Microsoft Azure and Power BI, that help you streamline
your business processes, engage your employees and customers, and accelerate your business transformation.
Send your feedback or suggestions on info@intech-systems.com
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